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Abstract

Inatantos effects are considered for a sample of supersym-

•ntrlc theories: quantum mechanics, gluodynamica, Higgs model.

The problem is how to recoincile tne apparent lack of the boson-

-feraion symmetry in the effective instanton induced interaction

with eupereymmetry of the corresponding lagrongians. It is

•hown that in case of quantum mechanics and Higgs model there

in actually no conflict between supersymmetry and the instanton

calculus since the Yard identities , associated with the super-

aymnetry transformations,are satisfied. In quantum mechanics

this la due to spontaneous symmetry breaking, or pole teras

In oatrix elements of the supercharge, while ir. case of euper-

syauetrle Higgs model the effective fermion interaction just

reduces to a total derivative. In caae of eupersyometrlc gluo-

dynamics, however, the standard Instanton calculus explicitly

violates the Ward identities. Our guessie that this is due to

the lack of symmetry in the standard clasu of classical solutions

used in the instanton calculus.

С, Институт теоретической и экспериментально* физики, 1 9 8 2



1. Introduction

In this paper we consider instaatons is supersymmetric

theories. The interest in the problem lit that instantona can

be intimately related to mechanism of supersymmetxy breaking

(for a comprehensive review see Hef.' 4 .

More (specifically, we will consider the apparent lack of

boson-fermion symmetry exhibited by instantone. Indeed, inatan-

tons generate raultifermion interaction l *, with no known bo-

sonic counterpart. The problem is how to reeoincile thiJ with

aupersynnsatry.

For the sake of definiteness concentrate on the example

of ffupersyinmetric gluodynamice*^'*lwith SU(2) as the gauge

group. In the Weea-Zumino gauge the Lagrangian takes the

fora , a )t

2. *

where V)2~ (a- 1,2,3) ia the gluon field, ^ v i a the gluon

field strength tensor, g is the coupling constant, A Is a

colour triplet of Majorana spinors, BDM. is the eovariant de-

rirative.

The Lagrangian (1) is invariant (up to a total derivative)

under the supersymmetry transformations:

(2)

where £ Is the transformation paraneter.

As is readily understood there exist four feralonlc %nro
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modes in an instanton field. More explicitly, inetantons

(and anti~inetantons) generate the following four-fermion

effective interaction:

P .. « 4**f2T\*
wm
 / 29 ) dp .

- 1 1~'Л
Л
&-Л Л /«(>,.]"[ (з)

2

where A is the transposed spinor, f> is the inetanton else.

Sq.(3/ assumes p ' to be such larger than the external mo-

menta and reproduces instanton effects in all Green functions.

The effective Lagrangian (3) apparently defies synmetry

between bosons and fermions. In this way one comes to th«

idea of explicit «not spontaneous, breaking of supersyonetry

by instantons I '•'•' *) .

There are several questions to be answered. First, is not

it possible to recoincile somehow the effective Lagrangian (3)

with supereymmetry? The point is that seemingly similar

boson-fermion asyonetry ehxibited by instantons in supersym-

metrlc quantum mechanical models introduced in Ref; -*

*)Two of the authors <A.V. and V.2.) are grateful to

MoB.Toloshin for comnunicating Kef]\y of which they were un-

awar* «hen writing paperi
5
-*. In<>Rei'.t

6
J a model with colour

triplet of Dirac splnors is eoesidered with eight zero fer-

sdonle «ociee, and no averaging over the Instanton colour ori-

entation hoe been performed. Eq.(3) does account for this

averaging. Hote also that the authors of Ref l^who were the

first to oonsider explicit breaking of euperaymroetry.eeero-

ingly related this possibility to the regular!nation problems.
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thoroughly studied in Ref.l'*. On the other hand, there is nc

place for explicit supersymmetry breaking in these models.

Secondly, even if the difference between the quantum me-

chanical and field models is established and the Lagraagi&n

(3) is found to induce explicit symmetry breaking, one should

clarify the origin of this phenomenon.

We addressed ourselves to theee problems and our find-

ings can be summarized as follows.

1) The standard calculation of the instacton induced

fermionic interaction does imply explicit, not spontaneous,

breaking of supersymmetry, unlike the case of the quantum

mechanics. The difference is demonstrated via the Ward iden-

tities for the matrix elements of the type

= <o|T

where w « i s the supercurrent associated with the transfor-

mations (2), /^ and /Л are external boeoaic aad fernd.-

onic sources, 10) and Ю ) are vacuum states with a unit

difference in the value of topological charge. The correspon-

ding Ward identities in the quantum mechanics are satisfied

due to the surface terns which are absent, however, in catj

of supersymmetric gluodynaraics.

2) Short-distance behaviour of the theory Is not to b»

blamed for this explicit breaking of supersymmetry. In parti-

cular, it is possible to regularize the theory in a manifest-

ly supersymmetric way using the background field Method.
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3) The origin of the breaking ia as follows. The set of

the classical (boeon-fermion) trajectories (saddle-points)

accounted for by the standard procedure is not invariant under

the supereymmetry transformations. Our guess is that this set

oan be completed to a auperaynraetrlc one by including the in-

etentou-type solutions depending on Grassmanian parameter».

Actually, suon solutions were introduced first by Zumino i-
8
J,

Thus, one might think that the standard procedure is not cor-

rect.

4) The lack of supersyametry in the standard set of th«

trajectories can be traced back to the existence of super-

eonformal zero modes. To check the guess, we have considered

a supersyrametric Higgs model. The introduction of a mass

scale in such a model removes the euperconformal вего modes,

while the supersymmetric zero modes persist to exist. More-

over, one can verify that as a result of this there is no lon-

ger conflict between supersymmetry and instantons. The corres-

ponding effective lagrangian just vanishes *' .

The paper is organised as follows. In sect.2 we consider

Ward identities for instanton Induced amplitudes in the quan-

tum •ecoaolc*. In sects. 3,4 we show that the similar Ward

identities In supersyametrlc gluodynamics get violated by the

standard instenton calculus
>
 I B soct.5 we

 p r e e e n
t our view

on the origin of this phenomenon. Sect.6 is devoted to the

supersymetric Higgs model. Some details of calculations with-

*)At this point we disagree with RefP'where a nonvanl-

•hlag isstanton oontrlbutlon to the vacuum energy is claiaed

to «xl«t.
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in th.
4
s model are given in Appendix B, and Appendix A contains

description of a manifestly supersymmetric regularization pro-

cedure .

2. Quantum Mechanics.

We start with quantum mechanicв to check that the appa-

rent lack of the boaon-fermion symmetry in inatanton Induced

amplitudes does not conflict with superaymmetry In this case.

Turning then to field theory we «hall find some point» of dif-

ference.

As was mentioned, instantone in superвуаввеtrie quantum ве-

Г
7
1

chemical models have been studied in P.ef .
L IJ
and calculation

of the matrix elements quoted below as well as some other de-

tail can be found therein.

The Lagrangian is of the form

where x is the boaonic co-ordinate, W(x) is an arbitrary func-

tion of i , and

(I)(I
where *^

2
 are anticoamuting numbers, i *£/•**;) ~ .In

most cases the combinations z* = jg (*|-l*l/ ere more con-

venient .

The Lagrangian (4) does not change under the

ту transfor'nations which r^ad as

5* =r ¥+eny +V.£.

i

f
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where £+ are Grassmtan parameters. The corresponding con-

served charges are

Treating x *nd T^. as operators one can introduce the

eet \*t^) of elgtnetates of the boeonic, X , and the fermio
A

nic, .У. . co-ordinates»

f , , *-</*,<> (6)

Tranaltioc amplitudes &?• given then by the path integral:

ff9

where (xV) and (*/} specify initial and final states at the

moments t
1
 an<i t,respectively, H i

8
 the Hamiltonian. ? and^

are values of the fermionic variables on R particular trajec

If W(x) is a pol ynomial with n zeros, W(z) « x, W(x) •

• (x-a)(x+a), f(x) • (x-a)x(x+«),.., then there are n "vacuum

atatea of perturbation theory" with zero energy. More precise-

ly, the energy vanishes unless tunneling between various mini-

ma of VXx) are taken into account. Moreover, the spin projec-

tion (which is defined as egenvalue of GT.) is flipped over

with transition from one ninimum to a neighboring one. On the

other hand, the spin projection is conserved by the interac-

tion.

If the states with spin up and down are denoted as \*\),

»X»/ where X^ are the ponitiona of the corresponding po-

tential miniда. then instantone give rise to the following



matrix elements
l
' •»:

(8)
x-

where А = | J W(x)dx

The corresponding matrix elements of the boeonic co-ordinate

vanish because of the spin conservation or, on the technical

side, because of the inetanton zero mode:

<*_ I X ! X
4 (8»)

We pause here to emphasize the similarity between (3) and

(8). In the both cases there is no symmetry between matrix

elements of the bosonic and fermionlc co-ordinates despite of

the supersymmetry of the lagracgians. In the both cases the

asymmetry of the matrix elements, as it comes out of explicit

calculations, is a manifestat-ion of inetanton zero modes,

while the тагу existence at the fermionlc zero modes Is a con-

sequence of some conservation laws.

To check whether (8) and (&*) are compatible with supersya-

metry one has to derive the "Ward identities" for these ampli-

tudes. As usual, introduce to this end interaction with exter-

nal currents

where we assumed for simplicity that the currents ax* switobed

only for the moment t
Q
 , and j , i+ are ordinary and

Grassnann number», respectively.

To first order In the currents Ь^.^ g«aezwt«e a elngl*
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nomranishing rnatrix element which is proportional to (8). Per-

form low change of the variables associated with the trans-

formation la* (6)

5x = n£+

in the corresponding path integral.

On one hand, the reeult cannot change while, on the otber

hft.ni, the explicit variation is given by

SK^O = <x.|e

•.•.•.•чете V» i s the generator of the aupersyiranetr;' t -ansformation

and we кевр only terroa l i n e a r in t _ .
л

Note thfr appearence of the Q-(t,(t')) terms which are

a combined eflect of variationo at the end points and of the

total derivative variations at trajectories points. Usually

euch to:cos are suppressed since one considers vacuura-to-vacuum

amplitudes. The meanin/: of these terms is simple, and they cor-

respond to rotation of the initial and final ntates under the

superuyrenetry transformations.

If we neglect those terms relation (10) is apparently bro-

ken down eince th* variatinn ^ K would not vanish. This is the

exact inen'nc of the Doson-fermion a3ymmetry of the mrtrix ele-

ment» (0) mentioned several timeo above.(Moreover just in

the вале зепвв one should understand t!;e "'.Vard identities"

dJacueetd ic R*f. . We lee that this naive Ward identity is
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not vc]id even in the quantum mechanics).

However, the Q(t(t')) terms reinstate the Ward identities
л

in their validity. Assume first that Q_ is conserved (as is

the case since it ccnmutes with the Hamiltonian). Then Q_(t*)

can be replaced by Q_(tO where V is any moment proceeding t

when the external sources are switched in. Similarly, Q_(t)
can be changed into Q^C?) where t > t

Q
. Thus one comes to the

r A «i
representation of the commutator L V- * J

 i n t n e
 1ящ xage of

the path integral and eq.(lO) reduces to

which i.3 uri(joubtably true.

Thus, for a conserved charge the Ward identities reduce

to a mere identity, as it should be.

This answer is too general, however, to explain the appa-

rent asymmetry of the matrix elements discussed. Imagine that

we do doubt the validity of eq.(10). Then we could follow the

time development of the system directly and in the limit

t - t' -* oo look for a pole in the amplitude, so that the

surface terms ~>Q{t,(t')) are important.

The pole is really here. Indeed, in the presence of an in-

stanton Q_ transforms j x
4
) into !x~) •- -* :

It is worth not-'ng that the charges Q+
 ж
 «• (X~'VJ^Tanieh on

the classical (Euclidean)instanton trajectory ' яо that on» Ъам

*) This vanishing of the classical charge iaiplies that
 л

there is no rotation of the external classical field under v.

зирегsymmetry transformation(if instanton is taken лв the ex-
ternal field).
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to go to next order in the Ъ expansion. To compensate for

this, operator x , entering the amplitudes (10) through the

interaction term, is to be replaced by its classical value,

x
c l

r
 x _ for the lx_> state.

Similarly, in the сазе of the matrix element of Q_(t),lx*)

propagates unditurbed almost until the moment t though eventu-

ally it is transformed into | x_) . The x , is then x
+
. Com-

bining all the factors we get

- i (*.->.) ftp)
 t
-
4

and soe in a straightforward way that eq.(10) does hold for

elemont (8).

Thus, the «apparent boson-ferrcion asymmetry of the matrix

oloriento(e) doen not imply supereyrametry violation but it does )

sponfcaneoun symmetry breaking, since aupersymmetry

holds only because of the degeneracy of the states.

Although the degeneracy is vital for the validity of the

Ward identity for a particular instanton induced transition,

summation over Inataiit'j.ic and anti-inatantons might eliminate

th»-> effect of the surface terms for some states. In particu-

lar, the Iruo vacuum may turn to be nond eg derate.

To have a orit'-riuin for thau.introduce the construct

(13)

wLere ?k, or (2k+l)
;
are the numbers of the potential minima

and we assumed that spin is up for the even numbers.

f
г



It follows from eq.

s-= о

which is to be compared

f ~ e ~

(8)

r

to
 L

that

1
S
7J

0

ft

for

for

for

for

n

n

n

n

odd

even,

odd

even.

(14)

(15)

We see that computation of 6" may serve as a viable substitu-

tion for a computation of the energy of the lowest state. In

case of field theory the latter is much harder to do.

Thus, the lessons of the quantum mechanical models can be

summarized as follows. First, validity of the Ward identities

for th«; instanton induced amplitudes is dve to surface terms.

Second, in one-instanton approximation one can elaborate a

criterium for spontaneous supersymmetry breaking without cal-

culating the vacuum energy.

3. Gluodynamics

Gaining some experience with the Ward identities in the

quantum mechanics we turn again to field theory and try to

save supersymmetry for the instanton induced amplitude* by

pole terms. We fail, however.

To derive the Ward identities introduce again external

ir dsources

Then the effective multifernuon Interaction la proportional

to
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where -^(i* 1#2,3#4) are the fermion aero modee (for expli-

cit fora of ,\
e
; eee,e.g,, Ref.t

5
-!).

We could repeat the derivation of the Ward identities

u*±ug the path Integral. To vary technique a bit, coneider in-

stead the matrix element

where iO), Ĵ >) are the perturbation theory vacuum etatee with

a unit difference in the topelogieal charge, and A<is the аи- I

percurrmt

4,
•her* ̂ 1*= j^iUiJ»" ̂ bdet)* According to the equation of motion

disregarding for the aotaent gauge fixing term and ghoats, see

next section.

Differentiating М„ with reapect to x one finds

м
т
.» <olr

vh«r« wr bar* omitted the equal-time concnutatora r> I ̂ o, M
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since the corresponding tern» do not have four fermion field*

and drop off because of the inatanton zero modes (see eq.(l6))

Integrating (18) over spaco d^x and over time from -T to

+T we find, a!turning

-(Of Tfj

where Q is the supercharge

and we aesume T large enough to take Q (±J) out of the T-pro-

duct sign.

The Ward identity (19) is тегу close in form to eq.(lO) V

and could be derired starting from the path integral. The non-

vanishing _-.h.B. of eq.(19) is a manifestation of the apparent

boson-fermion asymmetry of the effective Lagrangicn (3). This

could be neutralized by the Q(tT) terms.

?or the Q(±T) terms to be operative we need a pole in the

amplitude. This becomes especially clear after ;?rforeing tot

Fourier transform in the x variable:

Tending q-*0 we find that there should be • pole in the mtrlx

eleoent of Su .

I

I
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Note thet it is тегу common to have (or require for) a

pole in amplitudes if there ia m spontaneous symmetry break-

ing , In particular, somewhat similar Ward identities in con-

nection with eupereymmetry are exposed in detail in Ref* * .

However, the standard way of derivation assumes averaging over

the true vacuum state. As a result, to check them explicitly

one has to understand the construction of the vacuum wave

function. Dilute instanton gas is a poor approximation for the

vacuum wave function because of the infrared problems. Here

wb have Ward identities for nondiagonal matrix elements which

can consistently be checked for instantona of «mall size. In-

deed, the effective size of the instantons is controlled by

x dependence nf the external sources, 3* ,3* , and can Ъе

made arbitrarily small. This point is important from the prac-

tical point of view.

To reiterate: the nonvanishing r.h.s* of eq.(20) emerges

in one-instanton approximation. The Ward identities can stay

true only if there is a pole in the same approximation.

On the other hand, direct inspection shows that there is

no pole in the matrix element of 3̂ , . Indeed, the instanton is

centerednear the points x. * , . (see eq.(20) and Pig.l).

Sine* there are three, not four, fermioii sources now, one zero

mole is to be annihilated by the oupercurrent. The needed q

behaviour of the matrix element corresponds to a x fall

off. Thus, there is only one candidate for the pole graph

and this is depicted in Fig.l. Similar graph dees produce a

pole in the quantum aechanical models of the previous section

But now this graph is forbidden by colour conservation: the

feadon leg is a colour triplet, while the super-current is a
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colour singlet. True, colour is not conserred in an external

inetanfcon field but communication with the instanton cost* ел

extra power of x . Thus,

JULp ~ x"* for x-* ~* (21)

therefore, there, is no pole in the matrix element of S.,

and the effective Lagrangian (3) doe* Imply an explicit crock-

ing of supersymraetry.

We see that there la no parallel to quantum mechanics in

this respect. However, in field theory there could le speci-

fic problem» - supercurrent conservation - and we turn to dis-

cussion of this point.

4. Supercurrent

So far we considered 3* to be conserved, b^P*O. Actual-

ly there is a well defined reason for bpSj+Q , that is a

fixing and ghost terra in the Lagrangian (supersymmetry could

. be preserved at this stage as well by introducing Auxiliary

fields but for definiteness we stick to the Lagrangian (1)).

Thus, we demonstrate first that this trivial current попсоплег-

vation is irrelevant. Then we show that (possible) contribu-

tion .of the regulator fields is not important either.

If one chooses the Feynman gauge then

where C
a
, C *

a
 are the ghost fields, end the corresponding

terms should have been explicitly added to th* r.h.s. ct «q.

(20). They are at no use, howvrer*
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Indeed, the reminiscent of the gauge fixing term in d

?p (д
л
 t£*) ]L Aa , produces an amplitude proportional to

while «hat we need to satisfy the Ward identity has a diffe-

rest algebraic structure, Od Ал • A*
 f o r

 *
ne
 ghosts, the

simplest graph is depicted in Pig.2a. It has a wrong number of

external sources (the boeonic source is lacking) and ia irrele-

rant. Йоге complicated graphs, as illustrated in Fig. 2b, arc

of wrong order in the coupling constant g.

This argument by itself is sufficient to rule out the gauge

fixing as a source of riolation of the Ward identities. Still,

we will present another line of reasoning to the same effect

which night be of independent interest.

Hamely, introduce a new external source, J ' , that is

of the supereurrent:

JW'*''
 (23)

In the presence of an instenton this new Interaction generates

new nonranlshing matrix elements which are proportional to i

and three fermionlc sources J * Introduced earlier:

+ (permutations of 1,2,3,4)

where 2b*f(x-*
f
}%u the Green function for non-еего gluon

•odes In the lnstanton field (aee also Fie.3).

A few contents on bow one comes to expression (24) are now

la order, first, one is forced to substitute a fcrralonic zero

mod* to S
M
 to avoid vanishing iastanton determinant. Further-
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more, if both feralon and boson «его raodeo are t ried -then З
и

-Л
vanishes identically. Thus, one Is left «1th the aon-iere-boson

nodes in tbe superourrent which eoznnrunieat* than with the boso-

nic source,;}^ , through the propagator ^

Substitute now

and Integrate over 4*x by parts, rtiich ie equiralent to dex-lT»-

tion of the Ward identity anew. Then , in general, there arlee

surface terms and term proportional to y< A Y . The surface

terms are actually ineffective in the case considered, as

argued in detail in the previous section.

As for Ou S~ we note first that in th» Jtynaen gauge

^s
r
 - f I*5

+
 3r

(25)

The last term here is just explicit breaking of supersynMtry

by the gauge fixing
e
 while the first two terms are proportional

' to the equations of motion. In the presence of external sources,

I* »i
a)
 , the latter produce contact terms which also show up

In the Vard identities, such as eq.(19).

Slallarly, in the backgrotaid gauge

where 4*A,^«. She first two terms are proporticnal to th*

equations of action for the fereionio field > and for th*

deviation of the boson field fro* its olaMloal (lnatsattm)
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value. The third term is the legitimate O^S^D due to the

gauge fixing, this time of the background gauge,

.'.'oreover,

' ̂  2f* + i £ Г* "* <»• * (27)

wh<:ro 3L ere the boaonic zero modes, and the covariant de-

rivative is understood to be calculated in the external field.

The <T - function in the equation for the Green function

«Z^
v
 reproduces the contact term in the Ward identity. The

/•."vnvonishing djj> -Syu due to the gauge fixing is alao present

fw-.Tt. The siur. ever the bosonic иего modes in eq.(27) is a new

entry, ho.vever.In the case considered it corresponds to nothing

<il.3C but explicit noneoneervation of the supercurrsnt.

!
;
ote that th(. nlinilar conaideration in the саге of quan-

tum mechariice гтз parallel until the very last point: the sum

over the bosonic zero modee corresponds to the surface term in

that caco. Thus, we see once more that a olassical field with

zero nodes is a potential source of spontaneous symmetry break-

ing. Absence of the surfnee terms in gluodynamics converts this

into explicit breaking of supernynmiotry.
 5

Now we turn to n discussion of the regularization proce-

dure. One C'ul'l worry that it in luck of superaymmetry at this

stage that causes tJ-je breaking of the Ward identitien. This

is not the case, however.

The simplest argument is ая follows. Let ua nllow for

any contribution to ^ $/<. which could in principle be pro-

I
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duced by the regulators. The general constraints on 9^,^, ar«

locality and gauge invariance (which is known to be compatible

with regulerization) as well as dimensional consideration.

Then there is actually a single candidate for d* S* :

where C ia some constant. In particular, the regulariza-

tlon scheme of Ref г gives C- /z .

Inserting such a duS-^O ±
n
 eq.(18) and integrtiti*^ by

parts we see that it reduces to some commutator terms and

these are readily seen to be irrelevant.

Moreover, in Appendix A we present an explicit regular*za-

tion procedure which ia supersymmetric at each step , so that .

Thus, no local dp* S* can be responsible for the observed R

breaking of the Ward identities. *

5. On the Origin of the Breaking of the Ward Identities

We have considered, one by one, all the standard possibi-

lities for violation of the Ward identities but failed to iden-

tify any of them as a real source of the observed supereyracet-

ry breaking. Our opinion is that the actual source of the

supersymmetry violation is quite specific and lie* in classi-

cal, not quantum effects. The guess is that the inatanton cal-

culus turns out to be self-inconsistent because soae relevaat

classical solutions are missed.

Consider first the case of ordinary instantons, with во •

fermionic degrees of freedom. Then one integrate* orer ell ^

the fields of the kind
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where x is the instant on position, p ie ite size,

are the 't Hooft symbols , and the matrix R rotates the

standard solution to an arbitx-ary orientation in the colour

space.

The classical Yang-liilla equations are invariant under

con.formal group which has 15 generators

representing translations, Lorentz rotations, dilatations

and special conforraal transformations, reepectively.

It is important to realize that the set (?*») is inva-

riant under the symmetry transformations. Indeed, applying

Р„ we jurat >edefine x
Q
, dilatations lead to a shifted/

1
 ,

while the Lorentz truasfonoutione reduce to colour rotations.

And, finally, the effect of К . reduces to a redefinition of

У

*o , a , up to a gauge transformation.

Elevating gluodynamics to a supersymmetric theory extends

the conforraal group to tht> superconformal one. The («pinor)

generators of the supersymmetric and superconforroal transfor-

mations are Q^ and S
M
 , respectively. ̂

Then , as noted first in Ref
o
A \ the fermionic zero nodes

•re generated by applying Q^, S
4
 to the inatanton solution:

(29)
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С
where <£,,£ stand for the supersymmetric and superconformal va-

riations, respectively, € ? у arc (spinor) parameters. These

are exactly the zero modes used in the explicit calculation of

the L&grangian (3).

The combination of the inetanton solutions (28) and of

the eero modea (29) constitutes the set of classical trajectori-

es over which we integrate. ( Moreover, the ixonz&ro fermionio

and boaonlo modes oancel between themselves
 < 1 U

J because of

supersymaietry, so that the whole business is integration ever

the zero modes and nothing else).

The crucial point is that this Bet of trajectories is not I

closed under the symmetry transformations, unliko the cose of

ordinary gluodynamics. (

Indeed, applying the supersymmetry transformations to the

zero feznionic modes generates new bosonic solutions. For
4 ^example, the standard commutation relations (se~,e,g.,Ref. '

tell u* that the combinations of two O
is
 operations , and

of two operations are equivalent to translations ,and special

conform»l tranoformation* with the parameters £* , Cw

which are bilinear In Qraeemann number*:

" ! •
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Upon applying these transformations one arrives at new bo-

sonic solutions which depend, however, bilinearly on the Grass-

mann parameters. Existence of the bosonie solutions of this

r
8
]

Icind wan first realized, by Zumino . ?/e speculate that the neg-

lect of integration over theae classical trajectories results

in inconsistency of the instanton calculus in supersymmetric

theories.

We cannot prove at the moment that inclusion of these tra-

jectories г-emedies super symmetry since we have not performed

the corresponding calculations yet. However, if this is indeed

the crucial point, then one readily realises that removal of

auperconformal .modes would eliminate the conflict between

ordinary ir.ctan tons and supersymmetry. This we will prove by

an example of a theory with no svperconformal modes in the next

section.

Now, why is it so that suporconformal, and not supersymmet-

ric zero modes arc to be blamed for the inconsistencies? The

point is that applying two supersymmetry transformations results

only in a nev/ kind of the x parameter, which is bilinear in

Grn.cswp.nri numbers. However, there is no dependence on x of the

instanton determinant. Thus, the only effect could be a redefi-

nition of the total volume .which should not enter physical

results.

On the other hand, the p dependence is far from being

trivial, in particular, because the regulators do not respect

the dilatation syrainetrySo, combination of a supersymmetric and

a superconformal transformation can lead to drastic changes.

Moreover, we know for certain that the suoerconformal sym-

metry is broken just in the same way as the scale symmetry.
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a.

where &u.v is the energy-momentum tensor, fi(^s)
 i s

Gell-Mann-Low function.

It is worth mentioning that one can try another

to the supersymmetric gluodynaraics basing or. superfield

formalism,, The advantage of such an approacb is the explicit

3uper6ym,Tietry at each step. The general forra of the correspond-

ing vector superfield is civen by eq.(34) and contains a few

auxiliary fields.

Generally speaking, it is possible to eliminate these

auxiliary fields and uoe the Y/ess-Zunino geuce duo to super-

gauge invariance. Thus one comes to the Lacranginn (1).

There might be some exceptions to this rule, however. Let

us make a superconformal transformation on the superfieid

V* (see eq.(34)). It reduces to the substitution:

Ъ - 9 +

Then the correspondir^: change in the field X is given by

where Х/\^ ie to be substituted by instanton field in the

carse considered. Then it is not poeeible to eliminate such

field by allowed supergauge transformations due to the fact

that X" is nonvanishing at x -* **> and, moreover, the

limit depends on the direction.
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ТЫв example above that the Wees- Ztmin© gange eoalitiea

which Is no% fiuperaymmetrie шву lead to • some singularity

for insteuton calculus.

Vie conclude this section with a remark that no modification

of the standard tnstanton caculus can result in a mere comple-

tion of the Lagrangian (3) to a supersymmetric one. There ie

no such extension for the Lagrangian (3) altogether.

Indeed, to secure supersymmetry and gauge invariance one

Ьаз to construct the effective bagrangian from the chiral

supcrfield V/̂  7/ith components (see,e*g., Reflr J):

j

v/herc v хз the standard fermionic co-ordinate, Cy = (1,6") .

Llorcovcr, since ferrdon zero modes in an instanton field

ai-5 all of a certain chirality (say, left-handed) product of

four '.V . , not of W. and W^ , should be used- Then the only

candidate catiafying supci'ayrcraetry and dimensional constraints

(i.e. bilinear both in A and in ^ > ) ) looksаз

W- WWW =0 (33)

and this ranishjs identically because of the chirality of the

superfield Kt ( all the colour and spiaor indioee ar* sup-

pressed in eq.(33))«

This point has been elaborated in collaboration «1th
if.B.Voloehin.
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It is worth noting that sacrificing supereauge invariance

one can construct a supersymmetric «attention to the L&cran£ian

(3) which In the Weee-Zumino gauge coincides with (3). Intro-

duce to this end vector (Lorentz scalar) auperfield V
й
" in

the standard way:

<j£-£©/** + е«%^««*«-^-
 (34)

where С jf №flfi are auxiliary fields. Then, for

is embedded into

fi %tf ( /*V
 e
)( *j (36)

where CL ie the covariant derivative. The eonetruct (3'j)

do#s reproduce (35) as far the field A^ is concerned. One can-

not get rid of the auxiliary fields, however, and the use of

the Weee-Zumino gauge ie not granted.

Thaa, there if no satisfactory supersyrametric extention to

the Lagrangian (3).

6. Supereynmetrlc Higge Model

In this section we consider a supersymmetric generaliza-

tion of the ordinary Higgs mechanism. The purpose is to intro-

duce a new mass scale into the tueory, that is of the vacuum

expectation value of a scalar field. Appearence of the mass

scale eliminate» conforms! symmetry of the pure gauge theory

while keeping supersynmetry untouched. If ou? guess on the

role of the superconformal modes In the breaking of the Ward

I
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identities is true, then remeval of the superconforoal modes

should restore eupersyimaetry of the instanton induced effects.

Here we prove thie by en explicit calculation. The resulting

effective fermionic Legrangian just vanishes.

First, let us introduce th» ffiodel*11'*-' . It ia built on

vector superfields V (a«l,2,3) and on five chiral superfields

describing matter. These are colour doublets S and T which

are left.-ha.nded and right-handed,respectively, and a colour

singlet N which is left-handed.

The Lagrangiao is

where h,a are constants, and L is the Legrangian of the pure

gauge theory which reduces in the tfess-Zumino gauge to th»t of

eq.(1),. the indices D and F mean D and F terms of the products

of the auperfielda.

Scalar fields entering superfields S and T develop a non -

vanishing vacuum expectation value v:

which is fixed by

h v% • • S * 0

(provided that -s/h is negative).

As a result of their coupling to the scalar fields, other

fields acquire mass. In particular, there emerges a triplet of

massive vector multiplets with mass equal to

(39)



Thee© multiplets include three vector field* accompanied by

Dirac spinors and real scalar fields. The physical matter

fields have masfc
r

and include « Dirac particle and two complex dealers.

Superficially, it is naturel to expect that once the mass

(39) is accounted for the fermioa zero modes get removed and
foj

the instanton density is finite
1
^ . But this аз not true and

supersyimetric aero люфез actually survive even in the presence

of the mass (39)* The reason, is that as far ая supersymmetry

holds inetanton solutions are accompanied by supereynmietrie

zero modes { see eq.{29) ). Direct algebraic proof of this

turns rather lengthy, however.

To consider instantons consiatently in the presence of the

Higgs fields one assumes that the coupling constants are

small: ,

h
Moreover, both h and в can be arbitrarily scaled down without

affecting the value of v but diminishing the corresponding

teras in the action. We assume thi3 condition to hold:

n
>

S
 "*

 U
 » % *• ***** (40)

Then pne can adopt the following sequence of steps in solv-

ing the problem:

a) Consider instanton field as given.

b) Mininize the action with respect to the scalar

fields in the presence of the instanton,

с)Find corrections to the effective action due tot the
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scalar fields,

d) Check whether the fermion zero modes survive in the

presence of the vacuum scalar fields.

Actually, except for the last point, the procedure ia ela-

borated by «t Hooft L
2
h

The bosonie part of the Lagrangian in the Euclidean apace

looks as

(41)

where, in the approximation considered, G-J^-fCj^) and

X* t P'

Moreover,\J(*9) can be neglected (see condition (40)).

Substituting

(
X
) = f(

x)
 = (Т! ПЛ ('

0
) yc**J , (42)

where T » ̂ 1 ) reduces the problem of determining i0(xj to

minimizing the action with respect to e single function

The Higgs mechanism enters here only through the boundary con-

dition:

f(x') Г» ̂  •
(43)

The final result for <P is

r~r- (v "M (тфУ" >
and the corresponding contribution to the effective action is

5"S « -
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Sow we come to the crucial point of the fermionic zero

mode*. If there are no Higge fields in the theory, the action

ie independent of coefficients in front of zezo modes in the

expansion of fermi fields. Juet due to thia fact the integra-

tion over these coefficients ( Gresamann numbers ) gives vani-

shing amplitude. In the theory under consideration the depen-

dence on these ooeffioients appears in the term which couples

the Higge fields to the fermione. Namely,

6

where the Majoraca representation is used. However, bearing in

mind the necessity of continuation to Euclidean space, it is

more convenient to proceed to the Weyl representation

where i
f
 T are right-handed spinore ,

The fields 4> , <f / * / •* are all colour doublets but

the corresponding indices are suppressed.

Now we need to proceed to Euclidean space. Strictly

3peaking, the integration over fermi fields in Euclidean

apace requires doubling of fermionic degrees of freedom

(see Appendix B ) . Neglecting this complication for the moment

we simply substitute *Э " by <S in the lagrengian ,
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f CS- ss (+i}<S) ) , along with substitution xQ-* -ix4 , etc.

Notice that in Euclidean space ^ ^ <p+ do not reduce to

complex conjugates of i > <p and represent independent

variables. Out of the four Yukawa terms in eq»(45) only two

are relevant to instantons {the other two are relevant to

anti-instantons);

(46)

To see how the zero modes are affected by the interaction

we need at this point explicit form of the zero modes. Matter

zero raodea for a colour doublet look as

(47)

where k=l,2 and ^ =1,2 are spinor and colour indices, res-

pectively. The supersymmetric zero modes are

and the superconformal zero modes are

(43b,

How , it is readily seen that the supersymmetric zero

modes ere unaffected by the interaction (45). Indeed, ^fjf"

*" r V < ^ while neither V nor %s depend on n« . Therefore,

the supersymmetric zero modes drop off upon integration over

the angle*.
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On the other hand, the matter and superconformal zero modes

give a non-vanishing contribution to the Yukawa term in the

action. Substitute the corresponding zero modes into the

Euclidean lagrangian and perform the integration over x,

) /
 r

 SC,l

Expanding exp(- Syukawa^ "P *° *
ne 8econ<

* order (terms

bilinear in ̂ Yukawa)
 w e c a a

 ^
п
*

е
в

г а
*

е
 over Grassmann coeffi-

cients corresponding to the four aero modes (47),(48b). The

result of such integration is now non-vanishing.

As for the supersymmetric modes (48a) they still persist

to be zero modes and their effect can be represented, as usual,

in the form of an effective lagrangian. This effective lagran-

gian which is built on these supersymmetric modes looks аз

-£«ff ~ т^г
д^

я
Э

г
^ (so)

where т у ~91Л

Integrating by parts reduces (50) to a piece — ^ C M

and this vanishes by virtue of the equation of motion which in

thr approximation considered is just that of a free field.

To summarize, the effective fermion interaction in the

supersymmetric Higgs model reduces to a total derivative.

7. Conclusions

We have considered instanton induced effects in three

supersymmetric models: quantum mechanics, gluodynamiea, Higgs

model. The problem is how to recoincile existence of effective

pure fcrmionic interactions with euperayranetry of lagrangiana.

I

I
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Performing change of variables in the functional integrals

•ietermlnin* instanton contribution to Green functions one

derives Ward identities. As it follows from the derivation

there exist three and only three possibilities:
 tJ

1) The effective lagrangian is supersymmetric by itself.

2) The effective lagrnngian is not symmetric and signals

ii this way spontaneous symmetry breaking (manifested

through poles in matrix elements of supercurrent).

3) The effective lefjrangian is not supersymraetric because

of regulariz ation procedure.

Although the examples considered superficiall ' look similar

':Ъеу choose very different patterns for the effective lagran-

yiang. The quantum mechanics picks up the opportunity 2), The

supersymrnetric Hig^s model falls into the category 1), although

the result is a bit disappointing: the effective lagracgian

just vanishes in this model. Finally , the supersymmetric gluo-

dynanics defies the very classification end falls into no

category l)-3).

This means that the calculation is not self-consistent.

The reason зеетз to be the neglect of a novel type of solutions

to the classical Yang-Mills equations found first by Zumino

These bosonic aolutions are constructed on parameters which are

bilinear in Grassmann numbers.

There are good reasons to expect that once these aolutions

are included the conflict between instantons and supersymmstry

disappears. Until this is done explicitly,however, self-consis-

tency of the theory is an open question.

The authors are grateful "to Yu.M.Hakeenko and M.B.Voloshin

for valuable discussions.
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Appendix A. Supersymmetrie Regularize*ion

In this Appendix we will outline a regularization scheme

which involves fauli-Villars regulators and is manifestly

Cl2j

auperaymmetric. It exploits the background field method ,espe-

cially, the supersynunetric version of it as developed in

It is worth noting that , as far ae regularization is con-

cerned, superaymmetric theoriee have much in common with non-

abelian gauge theories rhieh are studied in great detail. So

let us recapitulate first the basic points of the regulariza-

tion procedure of nonabelian gauge theories within the back-

ground field method.

Gauge field A^is split into a classical (background) field

A®
1
 and a quantum field A^f :

Integration in the path integrals runs over the quantum field

alone so that they are functionals of the classical field к%.

This makes unnecessary introduction of external sources since

they are substituted in a way by the external classical fields.

Ir.variance under the gauge transformation

implies now invarience under the following transformations

of the classical and the quantum fields:

Note tliat the transformation law of the quantum field does

not Include the inhomogeneoue term ISVMS'.

Action for the quantum field looks

r-f
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*> v (« ; v ( A 2 )

where oDyn /»w ~ty"Y •*• t ^ "( i s the background covariant

derivative; (G*)^*^ ^ , Cf* C .(Note that the linear in

^j term in the action vanishes provided that A~~ is a so-

lution of the classical equations of motion).

It is convenient to choose gauge breaking term as follows

Then the ghost action looks like

5,h. - {.frt&j.cK*,.') (A4)

Since the background field enters only through the covariant

derivatives and Qy"v the gauge invariance of the total ac-

tion

S - S'"^f.'V
under the sauee transformations (Al) is obvious.

To regularize the theory we introduce Pauli-Villars re -

gulator fields. To this end substitute the regulator fields

into eqs«(Al),(A2) and (A3) instead of the light ones ( i.e.

A q u AR, C - J C 8 ) and add the mass term

The central point is that the mass term (A5) is gauge

invariant because the quantum field transformations do not
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have the inhomograeoua term ( see eq.(Al)). Thus, the gauge

invarience of the regulexization procedure is obvious too.

Turning to the caoe of eupersymmetric gluodyi.amics let us

rewrite first the corresponding action in terms of auperfields.

As is known, it.looks like

4
 (ghosts) ,

where K i * 0 I
е
 Qt

 e
 / , V is vector superfield, and

are supersymmetric derivatives. The supergauge trana-

formetion reads as

e * e е е <А6)

where Л is a chiral superfield, Q^ A = 0 ,

It is convenient to modify this conventional 'formalism

in order to develop the background field method in the most

elegant way'- _ . Namely, introduce extra gauge fields U,- and

a* ( u+ta ).

These fields are transformed as

U
1
 iA U -t<

e S e e e
 (Д8)

where К • К is a real supefield. The new gauge transforma-

tion (A8) reflects the arbitrariness in the definition of

the fields U (aee eq.(A7)).

Now everything is set to introduce the background field
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и u * <
e = e e

and у у =•*

e = e e e
The background covariant derivatives can be defined as

« e O
A
 e ^ (A9)

If we choose the s^
u
Ge fixing term in the form

tl-ien the t o t a l quadratic action for the quantum fields can be

written as

5 a ' = 1, TrJs/*jrdY9 f- j У^[7У?Г - V**>74

(A10)

where (W*)
c l
 is the bacJcgi-ound field strength, b, с and c

f

are covariantly chiral ghoat superfields, V^H -^
c
^ Уц

с
'~О

Note also that the statistics of the b ghoet is opposite to

that of the с and c' ghoats .

The original gauge transformation (A8) now looks as

&
,
 m €i*8 (All)

The action (A10) i s apparently invariant under the transforma-

tions (All) .
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W» see again that due to the specific form of the

tum field gauge transformation in the background formalism

the quadratic term V**u. V^u is gauge invariant.

How we propose to regularise the theory by using Pauli-

-Villars procedure. The action for the regulator mascivc super-

fields is readily obtained by substituting the regulator fields

instead of the light ones and adding the raaso terra

* cc + cc'4 h.c)

which is invariant under the supergauge transfomation. fhus,

the supersymmetry of this regularization procedure is self-

-evident.

The use of the Pauli-Villars regulators is of special im-

portance for the instanton calculus, since dimensional regula-

riaation is impossible in this case.
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Appendix B. Fermions in Euclidean Space

Аз is mentioned in sect. 6 a straightforward continuation

to Euclidean apace of the super3ymmetric Higgs model is

hampered by the Kajorana nature of the spinors involved. To

circusttvervt the difficulty we vd.ll use fcrmion doubling proce-

dure proposed in Ref.^-J.

It is convenient to stert with the fermionic lagrangian

in the form (45)• To complement each Weyl spinor up to a

D.irnc upinor perform the linear change of functional vari-

ables

ы.

the

к -
Then thp functional integral over femionic fields is re-

written as

£— ̂ <2rm J

f [ъ*
where

Here we do not differentiate between the scalar fields 4> '

and Ф since they coincide , and all the spinors are fo

-coraponent Dirac spinors:
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Note also that eq.(B2) assumes that the spinor representa-

tion for ft matrices is used.

Continuation' to Euclidean space is now straightforward,

and the results have already bees quoted and discussed in

fleet.6.

quark

gtuon

Pig* 1. Okie of the graphs representing the instanton contribu-

tion in the correlation function <17)«
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2. Ghosts in correlation functions of Ъ^ S^ ,

. 3. Graphic representation for ец
в
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